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I write from my home in
situated directly opposite Thorpe Manor on Banbury
Lane. I object to this licence application on the bases of NOISE,CRIME,ACCESS and SALE OF
ALCOHOL. NOISE---The noise disturbance I have suffered so far fall in the SOAE bracket--having to keep windows closed all of the time because of the noise----especially the low
frequency "bass" noise. I have been unable to get to sleep because of the noise from
recent events at Thorpe Manor, and whilst these events were held in a marquee and the
above application is for music indoors, based on the Noise Air report and the models used I
do not expect the noise level reduction to allow me to sleep when I wish, let alone to do so
with my windows open. CRIME---Increasing the number of strangers in the village must
increase the liklihood of its quiet nature (and lack of policing) becoming known to a large
number of people, some of whom will be of a criminal bent. This has led in the past to
opportunistic crimes of theft, as I know to my cost--loss of oil,loss of caravan and burglary.
None of which are down to the Manor, but these examples serve to make the point.
ACCESS---Currently visitors to functions at Thorpe Manor are directed to use Bulls Lane.
This reduces traffic flow through the village but does so at the risk of greatly increasing the
liklihood of accidents on, or in the vicinity of Bulls Lane , which is a narrow single track
road. ALCOHOL---Sale of alcohol to be available for twenty hours a day,every day of the
year seems to be excessive. Of course one may consume alcohol at home twenty four
hours a day, but this is very different from drinking in a large group who have gathered
together. Sincerely

